
Sew Bunny Eggs
Instructions No. 1905

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 4 Hours

Aren't they funny, our spherical bunnies in egg shape? They are very easy to sew and therefore also suitable for beginners.
The finished bunnies are a great decoration for Easter and attract attention on the Easter table, on the windowsill or in your
flower arrangements.

This is how the bunnies are sewn:
Print the Pattern cut it out, cut it out and transfer it to the corresponding fabrics. Then cut the fabrics. The ear will be cut in
the opposite direction. A seam allowance of 0.5 cm is already Pattern included 

For our bunnies we have chosen white fabric for the head and coloured fabric for the body and ears. Sew one white and one
patterned piece of fabric together on the straight side to form four pointed ovals. 

For the ears, place two ears-Fabric cuts right on top of each other and sew them together. Then turn and fill with cotton wool.

Sew three ovals right sides together. Before you insert the last part, the ears are considered and pinned. Now sew on the last
oval. Note that you must leave a turning opening open 

Now turn the rabbit and fill it with cotton wool. The turning opening is now filled with hand stitches like the Magic Sting
closed. 

Now you can paint faces with a textile marker as you wish.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/sewing-encyclopaedia-t2205/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

10370 Cotton fabric "La Belle" Paradise 1

10368 Cotton fabric "La Belle" Papillon 1

10366 Cotton fabric "La Belle", Frane 1

393508 VBS Sewing thread set "Assorted colours" 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1

567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1

Cotton fabric "La Belle", Frane

8,29 €
(1 m2 = 5,53 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

0.2

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/cotton-fabric-la-belle-frane-a226098/
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